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OVERVIEW 
 
Access:  The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute. 
 
Provenance:  Donated by Unknown  
 
Property rights:  The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection. 
 
Copyrights:  Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute. 
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SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 
Original handwritten booklets of poetry. One booklet entitled "Bits of Verse" contains two poems, one 
entitled 'Voiceless heartaches' and 'To My Ideal.' The other booklet entitled "Poems" contains The 
separation-beginning & end, Tis mine to sacrifice, A year ago today, My love (this poem's annotation 
mentions a woman named Agnes whom the poet apparently met while in Fargo, N.D.), I thank Thee, 
Lord, Someone cares, A birdie's life, Little insect, and Friendship. Each poem in this book is dated and 
briefly annotated. 
 
BOX AND FOLDER LIST 
 
Original handwritten booklets of poetry. One booklet entitled "Bits of Verse" contains two poems, one 
entitled 'Voiceless heartaches' and 'To My Ideal.' The other booklet entitled "Poems" contains The 
separation-beginning & end, Tis mine to sacrifice, A year ago today, My love (this poem's annotation 
mentions a woman named Agnes whom the poet apparently met while in Fargo, N.D.), I thank Thee, 
Lord, Someone cares, A birdie's life, Little insect, and Friendship. Each poem in this book is dated and 
briefly annotated. 
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